KTA - Export Connector: Retrieving the COM class factory for component with CLSID {1EC8FC0E-8989-11D4-ACFE-005004186384} failed due to the following error: Class not registered

Summary
12875

PROBLEM:
I installed Text-Export Connector (with Kofax totalAgility/ export connector Manager. I was able to manage and configure my export connector. But as soon I try to export datas from my process, I received this message in my dynamic complex resulting from the process:

```
"[["ede72b45-a683-445c-84f5-a4aa014fa426","Text Export Connector","Retrieving the COM class factory for component with CLSID {1EC8FC0E-8989-11D4-ACFE-005004186384} failed due to the following error: 80040154 Class not registered (Exception from HRESULT: 0x80040154 (REGDB_E_CLASSNOTREG))."]"
```

I tried to register manually the dll (Kofax.CapLib4.Interop) with Regasm (framework .net 4.0). But the problem is still there.

SOLUTION:
This issue occurs when the CapLib4.dll got corrupt. To solve that exchange the CapLib4.dll from a working system in:

- C:\Program Files\Kofax\TotalAgility\Agility.Server.Web\CAP\bin
- C:\Program Files\Kofax\TotalAgility\CoreWorkerService\CAP

Then re-register with commands "regsvr32 -u" and regsvr32 and restart the services
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